2018 LINE UP

ANDRZEJ WAJDA COLLECTION:
OSCAR AWARDED WORLDLY RENOWNED
POLISH DIRECTOR
SWEET RUSH:
FAREWELL TO LOVE (DRAMA) (2009)
Director: Andrzej Wajda
Cast: Krystyna Janda (Rewers), Pawel Szajda
(Generation Kill), Jan Englert (Bogowie)
In small-town Poland in the late 1950s, an aging woman married to a workaholic doctor meets a young
man who makes her feel young again. Framed around
this story, lead actress Krystyna Janda discusses the
death of her husband from cancer.
Festivals:
2009 Berlin International Film Festival
2009 European Film Awards
2010 Polish Film Awards

THE REVENGE (COMEDY) (2002)
Director: Andrzej Wajda
Cast: Roman Polanski, Janusz Gajos, Andrzej Seweryn
A winter day at a Polish castle, half owned by a fatalistic notary and half by a volcanic old soldier’s
niece. The old soldier, Cupbearer, and the notary are
sworn enemies, which may doom the love between
the niece, Klara, and the notary’s son, Waclaw. On
this day, the tongue-tied Cupbearer asks a braggart
courtier, Papkin, to sue on his behalf for the hand of
the widow Hanna. Papkin succeeds and the wedding
is set for the next day. In response, the notary plots
to marry Waclaw to the widow to upend Cupbearer’s
plans. When Cupbearer learns of this perfidy, he responds with his own plot. Will there be poison, a duel,
kidnapping, and imprisonment; or, will fate bring another solution?
Festivals:
2004 Festroia – Troia International film Festival
2003 Polish Film Awards
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ACTION,ADVENTURE

TOTEM (2017)
Director: Jakub Charon
Cast: Karol Bernacki (Amok, Single), Joanna Majstrak
(Beyond Words, Hel)
“Totem” tells the story of two brothers mixed up in a
drug transaction, which will have tragic consequences. Forcing one brother to desperately fight for his
survival and the survival of people close to him.
Based on true events.

WAR/DRAMA

1939 THE BATTLE OF WESTERPLATTE (2013)
Director: Pawel Chochlew
Cast: Piotr Adamczyk (Karol, un uomo diventato Papa,
The Art of Loving), Michal Zebrowski (The Pianist)
September 1st, 1939. German battleship Schleswig-Holstein marks the start of World War II by firing on the
garrison stationed at the Westerplatte peninsula in
Poland.
Sold in all major territories worldwide.
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THRILLER

RAGE (2017)

distributed in cooperation with NFKD

Director: Michal Wegrzyn
Cast: Jakub Swiderski, Paulina Chapko, Natalia Klimas
A young journalist gets an offer he cannot refuse.
He has become a major news journalist. At the same
time, his wife calls him with tragic news. He has to
make the hardest decision of his life…
Festivals/Awards: Lisbon International Film
Festival – Best Narrative

INVISIBLE (2017)
Director: Pawel Sala
Cast: Halina Rasiakówna (Made in Poland), Natalia
Rybicka (Eccentrics)
The story of 3 women during one work day in a run
down sewing room located in an old tenement house.
Each woman is different in age and views, as well as
knows certain secrets. As a leakage starts to appear
on one of the fungous infested walls, the women start
to worry; and secrets begin to leak out. In addition,
human sounds of weeping and yelling are coming
from under the floor, which is sometimes deafened by
the sound of the sewing machines… What secrets lie
behind the sewing room…
Premiers in Poland in Theatres April 13th, 2018
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ROMANCE

LAKE OF FIRE (2018)
Director: Raj Thiruselvan
Cast: Christopher Atkins (Blue Lagoon), Kandra King
(Running’ from my Roots, TV series Getaway to Paradise), Todrick Hall (Straight Outta OZ)
A story of the lives of two teenagers from the Midwest,
MAX and MAGGIE, the town misfits. Total opposites
whose relationship develops into love, which is tested later as certain dark secrets are revealed from
the past.
Inspired by true events.
Accepted for 90th Academy Awards 2018 General/
Score/Songs.

DRAMA

BIKINI BLUE (2017)
Director: Jaroslaw Marszewski
Stars: Tomasz Kot, Lianne Harvey, Lech Mackiewicz
BIKINI BLUE is a UK based Post War drama, where an
English-Polish couple look to build a new life in Britain,
only for his past to come back to haunt them.
Dora, a young English wife, starts her old, worn-out
motorcycle to visit her Polish exile husband who was
placed in an asylum after his failed suicide attempt.
However, it won’t be just a peaceful and romantic evening – as we follow Dora’s trip into the heart of her husband’s mystery.
Festivals/Awards: - 2017 Hollywood Film Competition
– Best Film, Best Director, Best Screenplay, Best Actor
- 2017 Madrid International Film Festival
- 2017 Rome Fabrique Awards
- 2017 Milan International Film Festival
- 2017 London Eye International Film Festival
- 2017 New York Film Awards
- 2017 Los Angeles Movie Awards
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JOANNA (2010)
Director: Feliks Falk
Cast: Urszula Grabowska (The Closed Circuit),
Sara Knothe (Searching for Stars), Stanislawa Celinska
During the Nazi occupation, a young woman whose
husband disappeared at the war decides to keep hiding a small Jewish girl. To save the child, she gets into
an affair with a German.
(Was in cinemas during the summer)
Festivals/Awards:
2011 Camerimage
2011 Moscow International Film Festival
2011 Polish Film Awards

NEW WORLD (2015)
Director: Elzbieta Benkowska, Lukasz Ostalski
Cast: Katarzyna Dabrowska (The Innocents),
Sebastian Fabijanski (Botoks)
A story about a group of immigrants living in Poland.
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A Bad Liver and a Broken Heart (2017)
Director: Pawel Nowak
Cast: Modest Ruciński (Katyn), Lidia Sadowa, Łukasz
Simlat (Amok)
The story of a small time marijuana drug dealer who
used to live a calm life, suddenly goes through many
hardships, involving all areas – love, friendship, his illegal activities and private life. Where each situation
triggers another causing an avalanche of incidents.

TENDERNESS (2016)
Director: Waclaw Miklaszewski
Stars: Agnieszka Wiedlocha (Single),
Pawel Domagala, Paulina Galazka (Afterimage)
Multifaceted story abou t youth, and their attitude to
life. Snapshots of 4 characters whose alternating fates
are portraying a world of noncommittal, dynamic relations. There are shown different “tendernesses” towards life challenges.
(There is also a 3D and original 4K version)
FESTIVALS: 3D KIFF (3D Korea International Film
Festival). Feature Film Grand Prize
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EGZEKUTOR (1999)
Director: Filip Zylber
Cast: Rafal Mohr (The Pianist), Janusz Gajos
(White – Kieslowski), Jan Frycz
A young boy fulfills the request of his pupil and ends
his suffering. Soon he starts doing the same service to
the old and sick.
Festivals:
1999 Mannheim-Heidelberg International Filmfestival
2000 Polish Film Awards

COMEDY

A CAT WITH A DOG (2018)
Director: Janusz Kondratiuk
Cast: Olgierd Lukaszewicz, Robert Wieckiewicz
(Walesa: Man of Hope, In Darkness) Bozena Stachura
(Chopin)
Artistic family of two film directors, a singing actress
and a painter that strongly influenced the 1970s and
80s Polish culture find themselves in a sudden need
for confronting illness, passage of time and their mutual relations in a hyperactive and global reality of XXI
century that makes the past seemingly irrelevant.
In theatres in Poland October 19, 2018
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HOW TO DEAL WITH A HANGOVER (2018)
Director: Bartosz Brzeskot
Cast: Cezary Pazura (Pitbull. Ostatni Pies, Volta),
Krzysztof Pyziak (Jestem Morderca)
An alcohol anonymous group end up in a clinic where
corrupted therapists are there to do everything but
help, which leads to many humoristic situations as
the group and therapists clash.

FLYING PIGS (2010)
Director: Anna Kazejak (as Anna Kazejak-Dawid)
Cast: Pawel Malaszynski (Jack Strong), Piotr Rogucki
(Warsaw 44), Olga Boladz (Botoks, Kobiety Mafii)
A member of a group of big football team fans gets
a job as a cheer conductor for the enemy team.
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NERD (2017)
Distributed in cooperation with NFKD
Director: Artur Schmidt
Cast: Katarzyna Figura (The Pianist), Mariusz Jakus,
Michal Stasczak
Norbert is a happy internet addict. He hasn’t left his
home for a long time and all he needs to be satisfied
in life is brought to him by Marian – a crazy taxi driver
over 50 years old, who loves young women and parties. Norbert’s family doesn’t share his passion. They
want him to leave his home full of computers, but he
won’t listen and keeps fighting to ultimately shut off
everyone after an unsuccessful intrigue made by his
family. Then he faces every nerd’s worst nightmare
- it turns out that he didn’t pay his internet bill and
his provider switched it off. Norbert leaves his home
and starts a big and dangerous excursion full of adventures to see Internetex – his internet provider.

EXTRAS (2006)
Director: Michal Kwiecinski
Cast: Kinga Preis (In Darkness), Stanislaw Brudny
(Aftermath), Krzysztof Kiersznowski
Chinese film crew are looking for people with sadly-looking faces, and therefore decide to make a small
Polish town their major filming location. But are Poles
really as gloomy and depressed as they look like at
first sight?
Festivals:
Polish Film Awards (2007)
Polish Film Festival (2006)
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WARSAW HANGOVER (2012)
Director: Lukasz Karwowski
Cast: Borys Szyc, Sonia Bohosiewicz,
Roma Gasiorowska
Five buddies take part in a crazy bachelor party of one
of them. Meanwhile, the bride and her female friends
have a nice time with male strippers. The parties get
totally wild and out of control.

DOCUMENTARIES

FOREVER A PILOT OF THE 303 SQUADRON (2018)
Director: Slawomir Ciok
The unique story of how it was to be a pilot in the
303 Squadron, told by one of the few living Squadron
pilots - Alexander Herbst.
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PHOTON (2017)
Director: Norman Leto
Cast: Andrzej Chyra, Lukasz Grudzinski, Steve Royal
It explains the creation of the universe from a scientific view. The end of the movie focuses on how the
narrator views the future will be.
Released in IMAX and other theatres in Poland.
Festivals/Awards
2017 T-Mobile New Horizons
2017 Gdynia Film Festival
2017 Toronto Hot Docs
2017 London Open City Documentary Festival
2017 Australia Antenna Sydney Film Festival

FIGHTING FOR HONOR (2018)
Director: Eugene Starky
The Warsaw Uprising, one of the greatest epics in human history, largest military operation undertaken by
a civil resistance movement in Europe during World
War II. A compound of glory and despair, unparalleled
individual gallantry, and the wretched political trickery.
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POLONIANS HEROES OF JAMESTOWN (2018)
Director: Eugene Starky
This film analyzes myths, secrets and the birth of the
United States. It shows an unknown up to now, yet
very important role of Poles during the birth of a new
nation. It was 5 Polish Poles who were called on to
help set up the first.
Settlement in America, called Jamestown, and rescue it from falling apart, giving American democracy
a start. This history changed the world.

SIEGE OF WARSAW (2018)
Director: Eugene Starky
How the courage and sacrifice of the Warsaw society
in September 1939, filmed by American Documentarian Julien Bryan, influenced the course of history.
Thanks to the sacrifices made by the people of Warsaw
during the uprising in 1939, which was filmed by Julien
Bryan, the world found out about a new war which
was being led by Hitler. A war against civilization.
Bryan warned the West about what had happened
in Warsaw, and that it can happen in Paris, London
and even New York. Pictures of airborne attacks and
peoples agony in Warsaw made it to the world, and
changed United States participation in World War II.
This documentary shows what the outside world, at
that time, did not know regarding Hitlers real actions.
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RODEO TOWN (2018)
Director: Eugene Starky
The town of Canadian in Texas, population of 2234
people. Within a radius of 60 miles lives only a dozen
ranchers. Hundreds of such abandoned towns, ghost
towns, you can see today in Texas. Why is this town an
oasis of culture, tradition, old American values?
Old fashioned horseback cowboys, now often riding
helicopters. Cowboy and cowgirl artist. An enduring
pioneer spirit and proud people with heart. The oldest rodeo in the country; a metaphor, which reflects
people’s mentality, and the town with their ups and
downs. The history of the Wild West, breathtaking
landscapes, old American values, that are still relevant
today. Imagine a town of 2234, which has a movie theatre playing movies daily. Utopia? Yes, and it’s called
Canadian Texas.

HISTORY

HISTORY REENACTORS
Director: Ryszard Sztoch
Writer: Adrianna Janowska-Moniuszko, Ryszard
Sztoch
We present the history re-enactors, the people who
are willing to take risks, the men and the women
who take up the roles of warriors, chariot-riders and
gladiators, to experience their fear and excitement.
The history enthusiasts who, with their own hands,
make historical clothing and armour, fight against one
another, and present us with real, living history. Both
the Roman Empire and the history of the barbarian
cultures are equally inspiring to these history explorers. The first episodes tell the stories of gladiators and
chariots.
Episode 1: Gladiator School (duration: 29:41)
Episode 2: Gladiator Fighting Styles (duration: 27:41)
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AHEN GLADIATORS
Director: Ryszard Sztoch
Writer: Ryszard Sztoch
The sideshow of Ahen’s school gladiators’ fights is the
attraction of the feast in Cassius’ villa. Senator Marcius
challenges the host, that he will train the champions
who will defeat all of Cassius’ gladiators. They bet on
a fortune.
Episode 1: Ahen Gladiators
Episode 2: A Battle of Masters

NEW PROJECTS

CLERGY (2018)
(DRAMA)
Director: Wojciech Smarzowski (Wolyn aka HATRED
distributed by VMI)
Cast: Robert Wieckiewicz (In Darkness), Janusz Gajos
(Body/Cialo)
Seven days in the lives of three priests. A chain of different situations which force them to face their most
darkest sins. A challenge which tests their holiness
and makes them confront their past, and causes them
to reveal their dark sides. This is a symbolic history
inspired by numerous real events where the three
priests are a synthesis of the trials and tribulations
which the Catholic Church is fighting with today.
Polish Production,
Planned theatrical release in Poland Fall 2018.
Budget: 3,5mln Euro
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IN DEVELOPMENT

X

NO PICTURES

3 WEDDINGS AND WE ARE GOOD
(Romantic Comedy) (Polish Production)
Proposed Cast: Jakub Gierszal (Spoor – Agnieszka
Holland), Maurycy Popiel (Warsaw ’44), Filip Gurlacz
(Afterimage – Andrzej Wajda)
Producer: Lightcraft – Daniel Markowicz
The story of a typical bachelor ‘Mr. Cool’ who by day
organizes weddings, but by night lives his life on
the edge, and ends up in real trouble when he falls
for a female Casino employee and loses a significant
amount of money at a Casino, resulting in a large debt
with a Mafia Boss. The only way out is to start taking
on all types of jobs (in his case – weddings). However,
it just so happens that every new wedding is hell.
A light-hearted comedy, with a mix of romance and
suspense.
Shooting planned: May 2018

X

NO PICTURES

DIABLO_DIABLO
(Action Adventure) (Polish Production)
Director: TBA
Proposed Cast: ‘A’ class Hollywood actor under negotiation, Michal Sobota Soblewski (Kobiety Mafii –
Patryk Vega, TOTEM), Jakub Gierszal (Spoor), Tomasz
Zietek (Body/Cialo)
Producer: Lightcraft - Daniel Markowicz
A young and ambitious street race car driver competes in many small city races, until is challenged by
a mysterious driver nicknamed Diablo, to take part
in a big race called the Black Sheep. The race goes
through many stages and 7 major cities. During the
race there is love, hate, even death, with the last run
for the win forcing the main character to put everything at stake. A high packed action film in the spirit
of the Fast and Furious, involving high quality production and post-production facilities.
Shooting planned: June/July 2018
Budget: 5mln USD

I WAS DREAMING OF…
(ANIMATION) (International Production)
Cast: Top Class Hollywood actors under discussion
for the voices.
Producer: Lightcraft – Daniel Markowicz

X

NO PICTURES

High quality animated adventure feature film about a
boy who finds himself in a world where dreams start
to become reality. However, not only good dreams
but bad dreams as well. When he tells his parents
about it, they don’t believe him, forcing the boy, along
with his friend Rose to take things into their own
hands and save the world.
Production planned for 2019
Budget: TBA

HEROES OF A FORGOTTEN WAR
(Documentary)
			

This is a docu drama about America’s great hero, Meriam
C. Cooper and the contribution
of 17 American volunteer fighter pilots who formed the
Kosciuszko Squadron which defended Poland from the
Bolshevik invasion of Europe in 1919 and in effect saved
the free world from Communism.
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This heroic story will tell the tale of real heroes who didn’t
fight for financial gain, fame or any type of reward. They
fought for justice and freedom, disregarding the fact that
the danger they would face was unknown, their equipment
was in bad condition, their planes were old German and Italian planes, and lacked proper medical care. In peak periods,
they would fly almost 50 combat campaigns daily, and if
caught would most likely be immediately killed.
This documentary will research why such a group of Americans fought for the freedom of a different country, their
experience, and the result of their success. For historical
accuracy, the script will be based on original pilot log books.
They received the highest Polish Military Order; Wirtuti Militarii, and the Polish tradition was passed on to Squadron
303 and the Battle of Britain.
The Kosciuszko Squadron pilots became Polish heroes, and
later on Major Merian C. Cooper went on to Produce King
Kong the movie, as reality crossed path with Hollywood
culture.
Budget: 500,000 USD
Director: TBA
Production: Polish/American (looking for further co-producers)
Shooting: Q3 2018
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